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1. ‘GPR’ monitoring of asset condition:
a.Corrosion around Iron Pipes
b.Void detection
2. Use of Passive Signals of Opportunity to assess

conductive sheaths.

3. Transmission line scanning:
a.Cable assessment
b.Antenna scanning

Iron Pipe corrosion and GPR
MTU work theoretically identified mechanisms where GPR signals
can be greatly reduced by iron oxides in the soil around a corroding
pipe.
Iron oxide corrosion products can
migrate through the soil.
Density of iron oxide expected to
reduce with distance from the
corroding pipe.
Theoretical MTU simulations
show very significant reductions in
the reflection of GPR signals in
such cases.

Iron Pipe corrosion and GPR
Higher overall concentration
of iron oxide corrosion
products in the soil around
the pipe causes greater
reduction in GPR reflection.

Greater spread of corrosion
products around the pipe
produces larger region to
dissipate the GPR signal,
and therefore lower GPR
reflection.

Iron Pipe corrosion and GPR
Test cell developed at Birmingham induces accelerated corrosion and
transport of iron oxides through soil samples.
Soil samples extracted and
conductivity profile through the
sample identified.
Profiles were similar to previously
assumed profiles.
Influence of corrosion products in
reducing GPR reflections
confirmed, and magnitude of the
effect also confirmed.
Realistic concentrations spread over 10cm or so can reduce GPR
reflection by up to 30dB, or a factor of 1000.

Crack and void detection
Weakening ground under roads can have high void density.
Significant weakening can be identified by visual means.

The road may be deteriorating
with little or no indication at the
surface.
Would like to examine conditions
under an otherwise good looking
road surface.

Crack and void detection
The electromagnetic scattering from a single small void is very small.
Many small scatterers, in the same manner as fog, produce a more
significant scattering.

The electromagnetic scattering from the ‘fog’ varies with the density
of the ‘fog’, i.e. in sympathy with the void density.
If the void density is too high the fog hides targets in the ground
from a GPR.

Crack and void detection
Portable electronics for crack and void detection.
Using off the shelf transceiver USRP model X310 Software Defined
Radio. Frequency range is 10 MHz to 6 GHz

Detecting the scatter from voids in the ground was found to need
frequencies up to more than 10 GHz. Additional frequency up/down
converter circuits had to be developed.

Crack and void detection
Crack Detection RF system

System principally realised using commercial off the shelf
(COTS) components and evaluation boards.

Antennas for void detection
Antennas developed, and published, with the ultra wideband
frequency characteristics needed for illumination normal to the
ground surface and the more novel illumination along the ground
surface.

GPR focussing algorithms and voids
Focussing GPR data can produce
images that are easier to interpret
than by identifying hyperbola.
MTU/ATU research produced an
algorithm reducing off-target
responses by 30dB with ‘sparse’ data,
i.e. a factor of 1000
High void densities (~18%) obscure the targets.

Low frequencies (left) are less affected than high frequencies (right), giving
voids a characteristic signature. ‘Blinding’ confusion in GPR signals can
identfy voids, and possibly void density.

Asphalt samples under paving slabs

Mass density of asphalt samples measured, but void density was less
clear.
Response from the higher mass density low void density lower than that
from the lower mass density high void density sample, particularly at
higher frequencies.
Larger air void, or minor delamination, shows up as a discrete ‘target’.

Scientific tests for void density
To test how well void density can be measured, rather than just indicate
‘a change’, a test site with known void densities is needed.

Concrete blocks of known void
densities with no air gaps
between the blocks provide
clean boundaries to test and
‘calibrate’ the system.
4%, 6%, 8% and 10% void
densities facilitate
measurements around the 7%
figure used in road
specifications.

Concrete with known void density
Technique developed with Dept Civil Eng at Bath to include polystyrene
beads of a range of sizes at known proportions in concrete, and ‘shaken
to be poured’.
Produces samples with
good distribution of
voids and very few
extraneous air voids.
Samples are ‘sawn’ to
produce flat surfaces
that butt together well.
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Produces the desired
step change in void
density with minimal
air gap.

Passive Signals of Opportunity
Makes use of ambient radio signals. Penetration of these signals
through the outer conductor wall provides information on the
thickness/conductivity of the conductor wall.
Compare signals of
opportunity at the
ground surface and
that picked up on the
cable to assess
penetration through
the outer conductor.
Additional test
transmitter can be
used for more
detailed
investigation.

Passive Signals of Opportunity
Known use of the electromagnetic spectrum:

Observed spectrum at Glen Eyre:

Spectrum will be site dependent in detail, but signals are available
over a wide range of frequencies.

Passive Signals of Opportunity
Frequencies of interest are modest, and can be measured using
standard ‘laboratory’ oscilloscopes. An example is a 4-channel
portable oscilloscope gives us the option to measure signals on
3-phase cable and ambient signal simultaneously. Also has an
Arbitrary waveform generator to provide test signals for investigative
antenna.

Implementation for commercial equipment could use standard
commercial off the shelf ADCs and DACs.

Passive Signals of Opportunity
Investigation of penetration into coaxial cable with single copper
sheet sheath.
Penetration through continuous
sheath falls as 1/f1/2. Conductor
skin depth is the dominant factor.
Holes in the sheath provide a
capacitive link into the cable.
Response rises with frequency,
and so is discernable from skin
depth dominated case.
Response is a combination of
capacitive link and skin depth
penetration.
Technique can identify the type of leakage through the sheath, and
the magnitude of the effect.

Transmission Line scanning
Synchronised Arbitrary
Waveforms Generators
(ARB) produce a standing
wave pattern along a cable
or transmission line.
Set the ARB signals to
produce peak voltage
across a shunt element and
no series current. Sensitive
to dielectric breakdown
across a cable.
Set the ARB signals to
produce peak current with
no shunt voltage. Sensitive
to conductor resistance as
the cable .
Vary the ARB signals and the pulse scans along the line - to identify
defect positions and evaluate their relative importance.

Transmission Line scanning
Setting the ARB signals
can produce current
maxima at series
mounted antennas- or
voltage pulses at shunt
mounted antennas.
Antennas can be
individually excited or
excited in various
combinations by control
of the standing wave
pattern along the line.
Scanning can be very
rapid using dedicated
DACs as the ARBs.
Rapid, and sophisticated
control of an array of
antennas.

Conclusions
1.

Iron pipe corrosion seen to be able to hide a
corroding iron pipe from GPR investigations.

2.

Finite void density can be observed in high
frequency GPR systems.

3.

Masking of target responses by voids indicates
ground condition.

4.

Accuracy of void density measurement through
GPR technique being established.

5.

Signals of Opportunity can be used to monitor
cable sheath quality, and indicate possible
degradation mechanism.

6.

Transmission line scanning can help to identify
different cable degradation mechanisms. A
useful addition to standard TDR techniques.

